Work out the sums to complete the football facts.

- Chelsea played \((85+1)\) __________ home games without losing between February 2004 and October 2008.
- Sadio Mané scored a hat-trick (3 goals) in \((176 \text{ seconds})\) __________ minutes and __________ seconds for Southampton against Aston Villa in 2015.
- The biggest ever Premier League win came in 1995 when Manchester United beat Ipswich Town by \((4+5)\) __________ goals to 0.
- Up until January 2018, players from \((100-3)\) __________ different countries have scored in the Premier League.
- In the 2017/2018 Season, Manchester City scored \((95+5)\) __________ points, setting a new record for most points scored in one season.
- Only \((10-4)\) __________ teams have played in the Premier League for every season: Arsenal, Chelsea, Everton, Liverpool, Manchester United and Tottenham Hotspur.
- In 2008–09, goalkeeper Edwin van der Sar played \((2\times7)\) __________ consecutive matches without letting in a goal.
- Ole Gunnar Solskjaer once came on as a substitute in minute \((70+2)\) __________ of the game for Manchester United and scored four goals.

Source for facts: Premier League website and BBC Sport website